New Zealand

Full Time 1 - 4
Half Time 0 - 2

Australia

Minute | Shirt # | Name | Green | Yellow | Red
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
X 1 | 58 | McGREGOR Skippy
X 2 | 58 | SENIOR Moira
24 3 | 58 | FOY Kylie
51 4 | 58 | BENNETT Sandy
36 5 | 58 | SUTHERLAND Rachel
X 6 | 58 | PETRIE Rachel
X 7 | 58 | LAWRENCE Anna (C)
X 8 | 58 | MATTHEWS Robyn
X 11 | 58 | TURNER Michelle
X 12 | 58 | SMITH Amanda
X 13 | 58 | WALTON Lisa
25 14 | 58 | PEARCE Suzie
X 15 | 58 | IRVING Anne-Marie (GK)
16 | 58 | CLARKE Helen (GK)
X 18 | 58 | WEAVERS Diana
X 19 | 58 | JOBE Leisen

Coach
Team Manager
JACKSON Dayle

Umpire
SPITALERI Gina (ITA)

Scoring Judge
SPORK Monika (GER)

Technical Officer
LEDESMA Pamela (ARG)

Team | Minute | Number | Action | Score
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
AUS | 13 | 9 | PC | 0 - 1
AUS | 24 | 6 | PC | 0 - 2
AUS | 46 | 9 | FG | 0 - 3
NZL | 51 | 2 | FG | 1 - 3
AUS | 70 | 6 | PC | 1 - 4

Australia

Minute | Shirt # | Name | Green | Yellow | Red
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
15 | 58 | DOBSON Louise
DNP 3 | 58 | SMITH Karen
11 4 | 58 | ANNAN Alyson
X 6 | 58 | LANGHAM Bianca
X 7 | 58 | PEEK Alison
X 9 | 58 | MITCHELL-TAVERNER Claire
13 10 | 58 | STARRE Kate
X 12 | 58 | MORRISON Brooke
X 13 | 58 | CARRUTHERS Lisa (C)
X 14 | 58 | HAWKES Rechelle
15 | 58 | MAITLAND Clover (GK)
X 17 | 58 | IMISON Rachel (GK)
X 24 | 58 | LAMBERT Angie
X 28 | 58 | TOWERS Julie
X 29 | 58 | FARRELL Renita
DNP 30 | 58 | MORRIS Jenny
X 31 | 58 | POWELL Katrina
14 32 | 58 | HUDSON Nikki

Coach
Team Manager
PRITCHARD Wendy

Umpire
COHEN Renée (NED)

Timing Judge
MALINA Heike (GER)

Golden Goal

FG - Field Goal, PC - Penalty Corner, PS - Penalty Stroke
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